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COPYRIGHT
This ebook is intended as a guide only and is created 
from our own personal experiences. 

This ebook is free and may not be re-sold and 
distributed without the authors’ consent. If you 
would like to share this ebook with another person 
please direct them to our website (theindieprojects.
com) where they can download it free of charge.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, 
distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any 
means, or stored in a database retrieval system, 
without prior permission of the authors.

Thank you for respecting the hard work of both the 
authors!

All rights reserved.

Image Copyright  - 2017 Theo Gove-Humphries 
Copyright  - 2017 Bee Roper

_____________________________________________________

Special thanks to Ali Gove-Humphries, Rebi Gilby, 
and Yo Roper for being our guinea pigs!

http://www.theindieprojects.com
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CAMPERV 
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A rough guide to Europe 
AN 

WHO ARE WE?
Theo is a filmmaker and photographer, whilst I’m an 
animal conservationist and writer. We’ve been travelling 
around Europe since June 2014 in our VW T4 (Belthy). 
20,000 miles have flown by over the past 9 months 
and 18 countries (as of 04/03/15), but we’re still on 
the move, documenting our journey through our blog 
(vdubvanlife.com). 
We receive questions daily regarding our travels, from 
college kids dreaming of future adventures to people 
wanting to escape their 9-5 lifestyles now, so we 
decided to put everything we’ve learned so far into one 
resource and share it for free! We will be covering all 
the information you need to get you started on your 
vanlife journey. 

We’ve spent many nights in the van working away on 
this ebook, trying to incorporate as much content we 
thought would be informative and important for people 
starting out.
This ebook wouldn’t be possible had we not experienced 
vanlife ourselves, and we urge anyone thinking of doing 
it to just go for it. 

If you’re happy with what you see then please feel free 
to support us via;
• Donations via PayPal    

Lastly we’re more than happy for you to share this 
ebook with your mates, family, work colleagues, 
people in the street etc...  Enjoy!

http://www.vdubvanlife.com
mailto:vdubvanlife.com?subject=
http://www.instagram.com/theindieprojects
http://www.vimeo.com/theogh
http://www.vdubvanlife.com
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=8LKJDCKR6M6MU
https://www.youtube.com/theindieprojects
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=8LKJDCKR6M6MU
http://www.facebook.com/theindieprojects
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FIRST NIGHT ON THE ROAD!
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THE VAN/
VEHICLE ITSELF
You will need a base that’s both practical and 
comfortable, an area where you can be holed up in the 
rain for (potentially) days, somewhere you can sleep 
soundly, cook food, and generally enjoy being inside.

An easy life is paramount in your van. If everything is a 
hassle then you’ll come to resent even the simplest of 
tasks, and tensions will be running unnecessarily high. 
Think about the importance of space when the bed is 
out, ease of movement with more than one person in 
the van, is there enough storage space?

Our first exploration into the realm of vanliving was 
in our home-converted Citroen Berlingo. It had all the 
necessities;

• Coolbox
• Storage
• Bench/bed 

It did us well, taking us to Wales, France, Kent, and 
Scotland. However, it had its downsides; tiny, cramped, 
the bed took up the entire floor space when pulled out, 
minimal storage, and did I mention mini? Theo’s feet 
were on the dashboard at night!

TIP!
A cab curtain will give you privacy, especially when wild camping
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However! All of this is relevant to us. You may not 
care about floor space, dashboard footrests and lumpy 
bedding. Which is why it’s important to start with the 
absolutel basic necessities then pad it out with what 
you think is necessary.

Basic van amenities:

• Bed/seating area
• Cooking space/stove/cooker of some style
• Coolbox/fridge (lumpy milk is not good for your 

health unsurprisingly!)
• Storage 

That’s all you need to get going... everything else 
turns into a luxury item, extra padding to the already 
exciting world of your home on wheels. Some of our 
extra padding for our VW;

• Lights 
• Table
• Sink
• Battery (leisure & solar)
• Curtains & cab-curtain 
• Porta potti/she-wee/bottle (sometimes the outside 

is impossible, creativity is a must)
• Mozzie nets 
• Bikes (an extravagant paddage although it makes 

city exploration easier and way more exciting)  

THE VAN/
VEHICLE ITSELF
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It’s always better to be safe than sorry, 
especially when you are driving around 
with a lot of important stuff.

• Keep your curtains closed whilst you are away 
from the van. If you have anything inside which 
looks inviting it will give them more reason to 
break-in. 

• Use a steering lock as it will make life incredibly 
hard for anyone looking to drive off with your van. 

• Inside security; it is possible to have a safe fitted 
under your front seats. However, only small items 
can be stored away. Having a lockable box will 
give you peace of mind if you are unable to take 
everything valuable with you everytime you go for 
a stroll. Ideally lock the box to the frame of your 
van e.g. rock ‘n’ roll bed, making it impossible to 
run off with the box and its valuable contents! 

• Any removable valuables small enough to be taken 
with you and not be locked away should come 
along. After we were robbed we kicked ourselves 
for not taking the time to pack up our laptop, 
GoPro, and other little things. 

• Use your gut, some common sense, and only park 
where you feel safe and secure. 

• An alarm is another sure fire way to scare off any 
potential thieves. 

TIP!
Airport carparks are generally secure if leaving the van for a long time  

SECURITY
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WILD CAMPING IN SWEDEN
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GETTING TO KNOW 
YOUR VAN
It’s imperative to get a feel for how things are going 
to be on the road before you leave - how else will you 
discover that 12 litres of water lasts one day, or that 
you can cover 650 miles on one tank of fuel?

Packing up and driving off for a night/weekend/week 
will give you the opportunity to fine tune what you 
need, how things work, and begin your relationship 
with your new trusty steed before you leave for good.

We set out in Belthy to the Lake District on Easter 
weekend - possibly the worst time ever to hit the M6 
for 200 miles, but it added to the experience! Squeezing 
through narrow country lanes against the hoard of 
other like minded people was a crash course into 
manoeuvring our 5.5m long van with limited visibility 
in tight spaces.

In hindsight it was the best thing we could have done 
- you’re going to face numerous stressful situations 
whilst you’re on the road, so why not straight away?

Here’s what we learned

• One tank of diesel gives us ~650 miles 
 

• One canister of Camping Gaz 907 lasts a lot longer 
than we’d thought (in fact it lasted us 3 months) 

• Cab curtains are an excellent investment for 
stealth camping. There’s something about silver 
screens that just screams ‘I’m sleeping in here!!! 
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• 24 litres of water does not last very long, especially 
when you attempt to fill up your sink to wash up. 
You’ll waste more water than you’d think, minimal 
water is needed to wash up unless you’re parked 
nearby a tap, then feel free to use as much as you 
desire. 

• Shockingly a 20 litre porta potti fills up exceedingly 
fast if you use it a lot. Who knew? 
 
 

TIP!
 Park in the direction of sunrise to dry your van out in the morning!

GETTING TO KNOW 
YOUR VAN

As well as discovering your talent at wasting water, a 
test run will also give you the opportunity to create 
some semblance of a routine. Vanlife is all about the 
routine at times.

Our morning routine works a little like;

• Get dressed, toilet break
• Roll up bedding and pack away bed
• Pile belongings onto bed behind bench 
• Eat food
• Tidy van for bikes
• Clean bikes, load into van
• Dry windows (if foggy)
• Leave or go exploring etc.

When we reach our overnight spot we just do this 
routine in reverse.
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STANDING ON TROLLTUNGA
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Depending on your first stop in mainland  
Europe there are a number of routes to 
take using two modes of transport:

• Ferry/hovercraft  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Channel tunnel  
 
 
 
 
 

It’s best to book in advance when the price can 
be considerably lower. We’ve personally used 
the Channel tunnel on a number of occasions, 
as well as the ferry from Bilbao to Portsmouth, 
and Portsmouth to Santander (This can be 
a fairly rough 24hour crossing - carry some 
motion sickness tablets if you suffer from this). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UK TO EUROPE
CAMPERV 

TRAVEL TIPS 
A rough guide to Europe 

AN 

Driving requirements

European countries all have their own personal 
set of driving rules and regulations. We strongly 
recommend you grab a copy of the European 
Drivers Handbook (AA) to keep in your van - it’s 
been incredibly useful on a number of occasions. 

Driving kit

You can purchase a ready-made kit or grab 
each item individually; 

• GB sticker/ UK registration plates displaying 
the GB Euro symbol 

• Warning triangle x 2 (Some countries require 
1, whereas others require 2) 

• Reflective jacket x number of passengers 
(Italy and Spain require all passengers 
to wear reflective jackets in case of a 
breakdown) 

• First Aid kit 

• Headlamp adjustment 
 

• Spare bulbs 

• Breathalyser - only required in France 
although as of January 2013 it appears not 
so.

 
 
 
 
 

Time of year

Ensure your car is fitted with winter tyres on all 
four wheels if you’re travelling to:

• Austria 
• Finland 
• Germany
• Sweden 
• Czech republic
• Estonia
• Iceland
• Italy

• Lithuania
• Luxembourg
• Macedonia
• Latvia
• Romania
• Serbia
• Ukraine

 
They are also recommended in:

• Andorra
• Norway
• Switzerland

• Belarus
• Croatia
• Slovakia

Dates required vary for each country although 
it is generally in effect from November to April.

Save yourself any potential danger and fines by 
checking your requirements for each country 
before you travel there.  

 
 
Ferries and hovercraft depart from a 
number of ports throughout the UK to a 
number of destinations on the western 
side of Europe. If you’re aiming to arrive 
somewhere sooner rather than later then 
travelling by sea can cut out a number of 
miles and time. 
 
 
 
There is only one route from Folkstone to 
Calais - it’s quick and easy, over within 30 
minutes, and ideal for anyone who suffers 
from sea sickness. 
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Tolls and taxes

Many countries throughout Europe use tolls, if you’re 
not in a rush and don’t mind a less direct and scenic 
route then they can usually be avoided.

Taxes are a different matter and cannot be avoided 
(unless you miss out that country entirely). Here’s a 
breakdown of where to find them and the different 
lengths of vignette you can purchase:

Austria   

Bulgaria  

Czech republic  

Hungary   

Romania   

Slovakia   

Slovenia  

Switzerland

10 days

7 days

10 days

1/7 days

7 days

7 days

7 days

2 months

1 month

1 month

1 month/90 days

1 month

1 month

*Annual

Annual

1 year

1 year

1 year

1 year

1 year 

Annual

*Annual e.g. whole of 2015, 1 year covers from month purchased for 365

 
Denmark
No tolls although there are fees to cross the two main 
bridges:
• Storebælt - €33
• Øresund - €47 

TIP!
 Avoiding tolls shows you different areas of the country you wouldn’t usually see

UK TO EUROPE

 days e.g. February 2014 - February 2015.
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What else?

Along with drivers kits, tolls, and taxes, there’s also a 
few other things worth noting:

• Umweltzone (Environmental Zone) - in Germany 
you will need to purchase a plakette from a 
garage/motor shop to display in your windscreen. 
This will allow you to enter an umweltzone. They 
come in different colours, with a green plakette 
necessary to access certain parts of Berlin. Once 
purchased for €5-10 it is valid until you remove 
it from your vehicle. It’s handy to know whether 
your vehicle exhaust system has a filter as this 
will determine whether you get a yellow or green 
plakette. 

• Area C - this pass is necessary if you wish to drive 
in restricted zones of Milan. 

• Ecological tax - Montenegro will charge you €10 
upon entry into the country for ‘ecological tax’. 
Like the German plakette, and many vignettes, this 
must be stuck on your windscreen and is valid for 
1 year. 

• Parking disc - popular throughout Denmark, as 
well as many other countries, these are necessary 
when parking in many towns and cities. We had a 
bit of an adventure trying to find one in Denmark, 
first starting at Tourist Information then being 
directed to a local bank where they had some for 
free. No one seemed to know where to buy them, 
or if you are supposed to pay for them. Very odd. 
 
 

UK TO EUROPE
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ROAMING THROUGH THE SWISS MOUNTAINS
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It doesn’t make life easier, but it does 
ensure you’re not too out of pocket 
should something occur.

 Motorhome insurance

• If your van is classified as a motorhome then 
you’re in luck as motorhome insurance is 
generally cheaper than van/car insurance. 
It can also include different perks, such as 
breakdown cover. 

• Look for companies who include cover for 
extended/annual trips abroad as normal 
insurers will only cover for a limited number 
of days. 

• As mentioned, breakdown cover can be part 
of the deal, which can also include European 
travel too. 

• Always ensure your insurer will cover you 
for any countries you’ll travel to first. 

INSURANCE
CAMPERV 

TRAVEL TIPS 
A rough guide to Europe 

AN 

Health/Travel insurance

Travel for longer than 30/90 days and you’ll 
struggle with ‘normal’ travel insurance. You’re 
going to need a policy which will be valid during 
your entire trip. ‘Backpackers’ insurance is your 
best bet. They all come with their own pitfalls 
(such as preventing you coming home/allowing 
you home for 7-21 days at a time etc), but they’re 
generally your only option if you want to be 
insured whilst travelling. 
We used Alpha before we returned home for 
longer than 21 days in December, later moving 
to Explorer Traveller Insurance for the remainder 
of our trip.

EHIC 
(European Health Insurance Card)

Carrying an EHIC ensures you are covered for 
low cost or free healthcare should you need it. 

The easiest method to get your hands on one 
before travel is; 

• Online through the NHS website
• By phone 0300 3301350

Remember the card is free, if you find someone 
is trying to charge you for one then you’ve gone 
to the wrong site.

 
 
 
 

Other insurance 

Some items need their own separate, 
comprehensive insurance which isn’t included in 
the general umbrella of items in ordinary travel 
insurance. 
We needed photography insurance to cover a 
number of items far too pricey to be included in 
our other insurance. Unsurprisingly it took a lot 
of research to find a company willing to offer us 
a policy due to our extended time abroad. 
We settled with Imaging Insurance (as they were 
the only company we could find), which was a 
wise choice seeing as we were robbed 6 months 
into our trip.

UK address

Lastly it’s essential you have a permanent UK 
address. All insurers we’ve gone through have 
required us to either ‘eventually’ come back to 
the UK and provide them with a UK address. 
For us we used our parents’ homes, although 
this will obviously vary for every person’s 
situation. This is something to bear in mind if 
you are travelling for a long period of time. 
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 CAMP FIRE UNDER THE STARS 
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Depending on your requirements, staying connected 
may be the last thing on your mind whilst travelling. 

For us it’s important to get online frequently to keep 
the blog alive, and continue working on various 
projects. Due to this we’ve become pros at hunting 
down internet sources.

WIFI

• Available globally, more so in urban areas. Good 
luck finding a WiFi signal in the middle of the 
wilderness! 

• Can be free, paid for, or unlimited access for 
members e.g. BTinternet, Fon. If you’re a BT 
member then you have access to thousands of 
FON hotspots throughout Europe, you just need 
your email address and password used for BT. 

• McDonald’s generally has unlimited free WiFi (also 
decent toilets, plugs, and comfy chairs). 

• Some random WiFi locations we’ve found over 
the past few months include; COOP supermarkets 
in Scandinavia, Statoil in Norway, various malls/
shopping centres, ferry ports, Tourist Information. 
 

We’ve recently invested in an ‘iboost’ from Motorhome 
WiFi, giving us access to WiFi spots more than a 
kilometre away from the van. No longer do we need 
to hang out inside McDonald’s, we can relax in the 
comfort of our van to upload a blog post. Check out 
www.motorhomewifi.co.uk if you’re curious.

 
 

CONNECTIVITY

http://www.motorhomewifi.co.uk
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Mobile coverage

Different UK providers are now offering incredibly 
better deals when travelling abroad with your phone, 
especially in Europe. Here’s a breakdown of the best 
we’ve found:

• 3 - your UK allowance can be used with no extra 
cost in a number of countries, including Denmark, 
France, Italy, and Norway. 

• O2 - their Travel Bolt On for Pay Monthly 
customers gives you ‘all the data you need’ for 
£1.99 per day whilst in Europe. Pay as you go 
customers pay £1.99 for 50mb per day. 

• Togglemobile - one sim card can include 9 local 
country numbers, including Germany, Spain, and 
Poland. Data, minutes, and texts are all included 
in this pay as you go SIM card allowing you to save 
money whilst keeping connected. 
 

Local sim cards 

Another option is to purchase sim cards in each country 
you visit. 
It’s advisable to research online different sim cards 
available in the country you’re travelling to beforehand.
So far we’ve personally purchased Vodafone sim cards 
in both Spain and Portugal. They come with a certain 
amount of data, usually 1GB, minutes and texts, for 
one month. 

 

CONNECTIVITY

TIP!
Post restante lets you collect post from Post Offices throughout Europe  
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 NORTHERN LIGHTS IN LOFOTEN 
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Water

Depending how much water you can carry on board 
and how much you use it, you’ll be looking to refill at 
least once a week (We carry 49 litres on board and top 
up whenever we can).

Where to find water:

• Campsites: pay to stay and it’s included, or just 
fill up and pay for water if you don’t want to stay 
(Not all campsites will allow this so best to ask at 
reception first) 

• Service points/garages: some will have 
designated camper service points with drinking 
water, waste disposal etc... for free or a fee. It’s 
worth your while to keep a few €1 and €2 coins 
handy for service points as they usually require 
the exact coinage. If not coins then they’ll require 
a jeton*. Others won’t have a designated point 
but will have drinking water dotted around 
somewhere. If you’re unsure just ask a member of 
staff - they’re generally very helpful and will inform 
you if they do have safe drinking water available 
for motorhomes. 

• Aires/designated overnight spots: these come 
under different names for different countries, but 
some will also have service points in or nearby 
them. They will either be free or a fee.

WATER,WASTE
AND GAS
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• Taps: This one is exercised with caution and your 
own personal judgement. Whilst in countries with 
safe tap water for drinking we will not be shy to 
fill up from most taps. Whilst enquiring in Lofoten 
about a tap from a local shopkeeper, I was instead 
invited onto their premises to use their kitchen 
sink for water as they reassured me all water in 
Norway is ‘top notch’!

Before we began our year long European journey we 
did a lot of research. I stumbled across someone’s 
online post regarding water, and what felt like a 
massive dramatization of the importance of it. But 
within a few days on the road I was kicking myself, 
doing exactly as the online wiseman had stated. 

• Filling your sink uses unnecessarily large amounts 
of water - at least 5 litres, which you actually need 
for drinking and cooking not luxuriously washing 
your dishes**! 

• Brush your teeth with a 1/4 cup full of water. You 
really don’t need much. If you have a sink to brush 
your teeth do not leave the tap running. You will 
need to refill your water tank sooner rather than 
later believe me. 

• Washing up requires a small amount of liquid. A 
good sponge will help spread the water around 
effectively! As will paper towels and water, or if 
it’s not too dirty a wet wipe can be very handy for 
crumbs or ketchup spillages.

WATER,WASTE
AND GAS

* Jetons are used in place of coins for some service points and can be purchased from the nearby 
area e.g. garage, information point.**If you’re in the vicinity of an external tap to refill then pretty 
much none of this advice matters because you have water at your disposal until you move on!
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Gas

We use Camping Gaz 907 tanks - two fit comfortably in 
our van enabling us to always have gas.
We refilled one empty gas canister (bought off ebay for 
99p) before we departed in June 2014 costing us £27 
at GoOutdoors. Whilst in southern France we refilled 
both our canisters for €33, I bet you can imagine our 
massive grins that day.
With Camping Gaz (and probably other brands too) 
it’s always cheaper to refill than buy brand new. If 
you want/need to save money we suggest refilling by 
buying or finding empty ones - we essentially saved 
£68.

Cooking two meals a day for roughly 15-30 minutes 
a go, with one or two kettle boils thrown in, meant 
two gas canisters lasted 6 months. We anticipated 
they’d run out after one month so we were pleasantly 
surprised when they just kept on going.

Waste

Throughout Europe you’ll find emptying chemical 
(toilet) waste can be surprisingly simple in many 
countries as the waste drain is usually in the vicinity of 
the fresh water tap, allowing you to sort out two tasks 
at once. It is also usually free to dispose of chemical 
waste. 

Staying in cities and towns can have benefits of public 
toilets nearby, or a cafe to use, but if you’re wildcamping 
in the wilderness then a bush will be sufficient!

WATER,WASTE
AND GAS TIP!

A short length hose helps reach taps that aren’t easily accessible when filling up
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 WILDCAMPING IN NORWAY 
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For some people the answer to this is obviously 
campsites. However, if you’re travelling for a long period 
of time your budget may not allow for that. Campsites 
are  fantastic but they do restrict you somewhat.

Three main overnight options:

• Campsites 
• Aires/motorhome stops
• Wildcamping 

They all come with pros and cons, although it is useful 
to have a variety of overnight choices. 

Campsites

• Cost money, may eat into your budget fairly rapidly
• Generally secure 
• Assortment of amenities; water, waste disposal, 

showers, electricity, WiFi, launderette, pool, tennis 
courts etc...

• We’ve stayed in 5 since June 2014

Aires*/motorhome stops

• Varies for each country. Although they are 
prominent in France (aire), you can find them in 
a number of countries e.g. Germany, Portugal, 
Belgium, Spain etc... 

• Majority are free although some require a fee 

• Varying degree of amenities, which can also be 
free or require a fee 

• During peak times they can fill up quite fast

 

WHERE TO STAY
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Wildcamping

• The world is your oyster!
• Generally speaking the further from a city the 

easier to find a location. This isn’t a rule though as 
we’ve wildcamped in Copenhagen, Stockholm, and 
Berlin

• Free 
• Epic locations
• We’ve wildcamped in every country we’ve visited so 

far. If we hadn’t, then our budget would have ran 
dry by now

We usually wildcamp, especially in Scandinavia. 
Travelling in cities can be tough for wildcamping, 
although it can be done. Many cities will have aires 
or campsites if you’re unable to find a suitable 
wildcamping location - some can be quite pricey but 
it’s always going to be cheaper than a hotel.

If you’ve never wildcamped before and are unsure 
then check out websites for locations where others 
have stayed, as well as apps to help if you can’t find 
anywhere. Here are some good starting points;

• Google this: motorhome wild camping in (insert 
name of place). It will conjure up plenty of websites 
to browse through 

• www.wildcamping.com has been a useful tool, 
especially when we first started back in 2013 in the 
UK 

• Parkings (Camper Contact) app - free although you 
can pay for access to many more locations (worth 
it)

.

WHERE TO STAY

TIP!
 A 12V laptop charger lets you charge as you drive.
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Like everything, we recommend caution along with 
trusting your gut instinct. If you feel uneasy then it’s 
best to find somewhere else, it’s not worth a bad 
night sleep when you have the freedom to leave 
whenever you want. 

*many people strongly advise against staying at 
motorway aires in France as they can be targeted by 
thieves. We’ve never stayed in one so have no first 
hand experience.

Our WIldcamping Criteria

• Generally we stay off the road, unless city stealth 
camping then on a very quiet street, as it’s safer. 
The last thing you want is someone speeding into 
your van as you sleep inside. 

• If we’re amongst others then we preferably stick to 
the edge as it makes outdoor toilet breaks easier - 
the added extra of bushes or trees can make your 
experience a lot less stressful.

• Finding level ground will prevent you from 
squashing your partner in your sleep, unless you 
have levelers then this isn’t really a problem!

• Trees, a fence, bushes, a wall, or a building on 
one side of you will give you a sense of security. I 
personally dislike the van being exposed on all four 
sides and will always look for a corner or object to 
park nearby. 

• Epic location. The joy of wildcamping means you’ll 
spend one night in a Tesco carpark yet the next in 
the mountains.

• Trust your gut, if one or both of you feels unsure 
then don’t bother staying there, just move 
elsewhere. Serioulsy.  

WHERE TO STAY

http://www.theindieprojects.com/shop
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AUTUMN IN SWEDEN 
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ONE LAST THING
Budget

Speaking to a number of other van travellers we’ve 
discovered everyones budget varies (hardly a suprise!). 

It’s best to have a budget as it’ll allow you to travel for 
as long as you can, rather than suddenly have to stop 
as you didn’t keep an eye on things.

We break our budget up into weekly installments of:
• Travel (fuel, ferries, car parks, tolls)
• Other (food, tourist attractions, meals, everything 

else)

To figure out how much you’ll need to budget for, it’s 
wise to factor in what you spend money on daily in your 
normal life - your weekly food shop, what you want to 
see, how much fuel your van requires, campsites, and 
emergency funds. 

We hope reading this ebook has been of use to you 
and maybe has even inspired you to set off one day, or 
assisted you in your current plans to travel.

We’d love to hear what you think so please direct any 
comments, questions, and queries to us through our 
email: contacttheindieprojects@gmail.com 

Happy travels,

Theo & Bee 

#vanlifeeurope
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